Integrative Hypergraph Regularized Principal Component Analysis for Sample Clustering and Co-expression Genes Network Analysis on Multi-omics Data.
In recent years, with the diversity and variability of cancer information, the multi-omics data have been applied in various fields. A lot of existing models of principal component analysis can only process single data, which makes limitations on cancer research. Therefore, in this paper, a new model called integrative principal component analysis (IPCA) is proposed to achieve the unification of multi-omics data. In addition, in order to preserve the high-order manifold structure between the data, an integrative hypergraph regularized principal component analysis (IHPCA) is further proposed by applying the hypergraph regularized constraint. The effectiveness of IHPCA method is tested on three multi-omics datasets. Experimental results show that the proposed method has better performance than other representative methods on sample clustering and common expression genes (co-expression genes) network analysis.